Betty T. Messenger
December 30, 1924 - September 15, 2020

Betty Thompson Messenger, 95, passed away on September 15, 2020. For the past three
years, she resided at the Ohio Living Westminster-Thurber, a senior community in
Columbus, Ohio, where until recently she continued to maintain an independent lifestyle.
In her last months, she experienced cognitive decline, complicated by pandemic
restrictions on visitors. That brief ending to a life well-lived sharply contrasts with Betty's
joie de vivre, marked by an unflagging curiosity, her political and social activities in
Columbus, and her wide circle of international friendships maintained in visits and
correspondence. Into her 90s, a very vital Betty Messenger was the proud owner and
driver of two cars. Born in Oak Park, Illinois in 1924, Betty was a devoted and generous
contributor to her alma mater, Lawrence College (now Lawrence University). At Lawrence,
she met her life partner John Messenger. They married shortly after World War II. Betty
and John spent considerable time abroad, much of it engaged in fieldwork, first among the
Anang Ibibio of southeastern Nigeria and then Ireland, where the Aran Islands were a
favorite locale, New Zealand, and Montserrat. Amidst intense sectarian conflict in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, Betty did research on workers in the linen industry. That work was the
basis for her Ph.D. in Folklore at Indiana University, later culminating in her acclaimed
book, Picking up the Linen Threads: A Study in Industrial Folklore (University of Texas
Press, 1978). At Ohio State, Betty taught English composition. A fine editor, she was a
valued reader of her friends' academic works. While it might appear that Betty followed a
path frequently traveled by other gifted women of her generation, she did not sacrifice
professional aspirations in order to support a husband's career. Hers was the life she
chose, not a self-sacrificing concession to the demands of others. She remained her own
person until the end. Betty and John enjoyed a true partnership of the head and heart,
apparent to anyone who knew them. Often with a youthful exuberance, Betty would talk
about Irish folklore and on one occasion during a visit to Oberlin, she recited a bawdy Irish
riddle at the home of a particularly puritanical faculty couple. Into the awkward silence and
seeing the frozen expressions of her hosts, Betty simply recovered with a smile and said,
"Oh, dear." Betty enjoyed the recollection and with John felt that any good story bears
repetition. A stalwart of the Central States Anthropological Society in which she held at
least two offices, Betty was always a vital and welcoming presence, both to old friends

and newcomers to the organization, particularly graduate students presenting their first
professional papers. The ashes of the Messengers will be interred on the Lawrence
campus, near a bench overlooking the Fox River. For those who wish to honor Betty's
memory, they may support her vision of diversity in academia with a gift to the Betty and
John Messenger Scholarship, with a preference for domestic African-American students,
or the Dr. Betty Thompson and Dr. John Cowan Messenger Scholarship, with a preference
for students from West Africa, both at Lawrence University, 711 E. Boldt Way, Appleton,
WI 54911.

Comments

“

We are truly mourning our old friend, Betty Messenger. We think that the coronavirus problems made her last days very difficult. Also, her friends could not visit her
lately. We have known Betty and John since the 1970's. That is a long time. Since
that time we always received very nice and interesting letters from their studies
around the world. During the last few years Betty sent us several letters each year -very enjoyable because of her beautiful handwriting and her photo-collages,
illustrating their travels and experiences. We will always remember Betty, and we will
miss her very much.
Best regards from
Tuls & Carl-Otto, Norway

Tuls and Carl-Otto Schiorn, Norway - October 03 at 12:08 PM

“

We were very-very sad to read about the passing away of Betty Messenger. We
have known the Messengers since the early 1970's. John passed away in 2010,
when he was 90 years old. Betty, who was over 85 years old at that time, remained
active. Gradually she has slowed down, but remained a lovely person for a long time.
She moved to the retirement community called "Ohio Living Westminster-Thurber"
maybe 2-3 years ago. Until January or February 2020 we got together with Betty very
regularly, for lunches and dinners together, for a "balance" course, for a variety of
musical events, or just for a chit-chat. Then there was a marked change, and a few
hospitalizations followed. Then last March she moved from her "regular" apartment to
the Memory Care floor of Westminster-Thurber.
We hope that she passed away peacefully, went to Heaven to join John, and that
both of them will rest in peace.
Best wishes to all readers of this message,
Eva and Stephen Sebo

Eva and Stephen Sebo - October 03 at 12:04 PM

“

We were so sorry to hear about Betty’s passing. She was a caring and dynamic
woman, always very interested in other people’s welfare. She was a wonderful
companion when we were involved in a restaurant meal and knew how to organize
the conversation to make the meal interesting to all that attended.
We’ve known Betty and John since the Kerry /Bush campaign of 2004. She was an
active and effective canvasser and even presented a paper to her professional
society about her experiences with the people she met in her political rounds.
In recent times Betty had cognitive problems but we thought she had improved
somewhat when we received a call from her and a letter. We will miss our outings
with Betty and her dynamic spirit.
Stanley and Rhoda Gelles

Stanley Gelles - September 21 at 12:17 PM

